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I. Introduction

Several years ago Congress passed legislation
that ushered in a new era of tax compliance and
simplified the tax administration process for mil-
lions of Americans.1 Since tax year 2011, third-party
brokers are required to track the basis taxpayers
have in their marketable securities and, on the sale
or disposition of those securities, report investment
gains and losses on Form 1099.2 That information is
then readily available to taxpayers to populate their
income tax returns and, using a matching oversight
program, to the IRS to readily detect noncompli-
ance.

Before that legislation passed, compliance was
adrift. Third-party brokers were required only to
report on Form 1099 the amount taxpayers realized
on a sale or disposition of their marketable securi-
ties; taxpayers had the laborious task of tracking the
basis they had in their marketable securities and
computing for themselves their concomitant invest-
ment gains and losses.3 Unfortunately, many tax-
payers fell short of the mark, misreporting their
basis in a fashion that produced smaller taxable
gains and larger taxable losses.4 That misreporting

1The Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008, P.L.
110-343, section 403, 122 Stat. 3765, 3854-3855 (requiring basis
reporting for marketable securities beginning in the 2011 tax
year).

2Section 6045(g).
3Section 6045(b). Joint Committee on Taxation, ‘‘Technical

Explanation of H.R. 7006, The Renewable Energy and Job
Creation Tax Act of 2008,’’ JCX-73-08, at 134 (Sept. 24, 2008) (a
predecessor bill to H.R. 1424).

4See, e.g., James M. Bickley, ‘‘CRS Updates Report on Basis
Reporting in Securities Transactions,’’ Congressional Research
Service report RL34216 (Oct. 8, 2008) (‘‘Basis reporting can help
clarify the actual amount of capital gains and thus the tax
revenue from such gains may rise if capital gains have been
under reported’’); Joseph M. Dodge and Jay A. Soled, ‘‘Inflated
Tax Basis and the Quarter-Trillion-Dollar Revenue Question,’’
Tax Notes, Jan. 24, 2005, p. 453; Government Accountability
Office, ‘‘Capital Gains Tax Gap: Requiring Brokers to Report
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Tax basis reporting is a notoriously complex
enterprise, and taxpayer compliance is lackluster at
best. One area of the law in which basis reporting
remains absent is for passthrough entity invest-
ments, such as partnerships and S corporations. As
a result, many taxpayers do not know the basis they
have in their passthrough investments. These tax-
payers must therefore estimate the tax basis they
have in those investments, often producing inflated
basis figures and, as a byproduct, smaller taxable
gains and larger taxable losses. In light of its proven
track record in the area of marketable securities
(where third-party tax basis reporting has recently
become mandatory), Congress should make third-
party tax basis reporting for passthrough entities a
similar reality. Mandating passthrough entity basis
reporting would greatly simplify the compliance
process, alleviate the IRS’s burdensome task of
trying to detect basis misreporting, and produce
billions of dollars in revenue without raising taxes.
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cost the federal government5 and, by extension,
those state governments whose revenue base relied
on an income tax.6

The introduction of basis reporting in the sphere
of marketable securities has been advantageous for
taxpayers, the government, and third-party brokers.
Taxpayers no longer have to devote time, energy,
and resources to track their basis in marketable
securities, which alleviates the stress — and the cost
— associated with the annual return submission
process. The government enjoys two advantages:
More accurate basis reporting produces greater
revenue, and it enables the IRS — an agency already
stretched too thin — to dedicate its limited re-
sources to more productive uses than labor-
intensive basis inquiries and audits. Finally, despite
the costs third-party brokers must now endure as a
result of fulfilling their basis reporting obligations,7
much of that process is automated, and many
individual brokers seem grateful that they no lon-
ger have to bear the thankless and time-consuming
task of tracking basis on behalf of their clientele.

We contend that the time has come to extend
basis reporting beyond marketable securities and to
require passthrough entities, such as partnerships
and S corporations,8 to track and report basis on
behalf of their investors. We will identify the factors
that contribute to noncompliance in this area and
will offer revenue projections associated with tax-
payers that continue to misreport basis in their
passthrough entity investments. Finally, we will
propose reform measures modeled after marketable
security basis reporting legislation that apply to
passthrough entity basis reporting.

II. Factors Causing Taxpayers to Misreport
There is much academic literature that explores

the reasons why some taxpayers comply and others
do not. There is no one factor that underlies non-
compliance, partly because individuals differ in

their opportunities and motivations to pay their
taxes.9 Several models attempt to explain noncom-
pliance, namely, the cost benefit model, the ex-
pected value model, and the expected utility
model.10 Application of those models suggests that
taxpayers may misreport the basis they have in
their passthrough entity investments for a variety of
reasons, including the lack of useful information
returns, the complexity of the basis computation
rules, and the absence of IRS oversight.

A. Lack of Useful Tax Information Returns

During much of the code’s history, information
returns have proven instrumental to ensuring com-
pliance.11 Empirical evidence supports that phe-
nomenon: When the code mandates information
returns, compliance is ordinarily high; when the
code does not mandate information returns, com-
pliance ordinarily suffers.12

For marketable securities, that phenomenon has
also proved accurate. Before the passage of section
6045(g), the code simply required third-party bro-
kers to report the amount realized on the sale or
disposition of a marketable security.13 However,
when basis reporting was concerned, taxpayers
were on the honor system. As could be anticipated,
compliance suffered because taxpayers misreported
the basis they had in their marketable security
investments.

Securities Cost Basis Would Improve Compliance if Related
Challenges Are Addressed’’ (June 13, 2006).

5See, e.g., ‘‘JCT Sends Tax Gap Recommendations to Grass-
ley’’ (Aug. 3, 2006) (presenting an overview of taxpayer non-
compliance on basis reporting).

6See, e.g., 2014 State Tax Handbook (CCH) (indicating that 43
states impose an income tax).

7See, e.g., ‘‘SIFMA Warns of Unintended Effects of Ways and
Means Financial Products Proposal’’ (Apr. 15, 2013) (‘‘Finally,
we note that members of the securities industry have already
invested a considerable amount of time, effort and capital in the
development and implementation of new compliance systems
designed to deliver cost-basis reporting as required by The
Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008’’).

8For purposes of this analysis, references to the term ‘‘part-
nership’’ include domestic general partnerships, domestic lim-
ited liability companies, domestic limited partnerships, and
domestic limited liability partnerships.

9See, e.g., James Alm, ‘‘Measuring, Explaining, and Control-
ling Tax Evasion: Lessons From Theory, Experiments, and Field
Studies,’’ 19(1) International Tax and Public Finance 54 (2012);
Alm, Gary H. McClelland, and William D. Schulze, ‘‘Why Do
People Pay Taxes?’’ 48 J. of Public Economics 21, 36 (1992) (‘‘In
short, individuals exhibit a remarkable diversity in behavior.
They sometimes appear to overweight low probabilities, they
sometimes appear to be risk-seeking, they are on occasion
cooperative, and at other times they are free-riders.’’).

10Sarah B. Lawsky, ‘‘Modeling Uncertainty in Tax Law,’’ 65
Stan. L. Rev. 241 (2013).

11See generally Soled, ‘‘Homage to Information Returns,’’ 27
Va. Tax L. Rev. 317 (2007-2008).

12See, e.g., IR-2012-4 (‘‘Overall, compliance is highest where
there is third-party information reporting and/or withholding.
For example, most wages and salaries are reported by employ-
ers to the IRS on Forms W-2 and are subject to withholding. As
a result, a net of only 1 percent of wage and salary income was
misreported. But amounts subject to little or no information
reporting had a 56 percent net misreporting rate in 2006.’’);
Karen Setze, ‘‘Taxpayers Honest When Someone’s Checking,
Say IRS Officials,’’ Tax Notes, June 12, 2006, p. 1216 (‘‘Results
from the recently completed individual reporting compliance
study for 2001 . . . showed that only 1.2 percent of wage income
was underreported, 57 percent of nonfarm proprietor income
was misreported . . . and 72 percent of farm income was misre-
ported’’). See also H.J. Kleven et al., ‘‘Unwilling or Unable to
Cheat? Evidence From a Randomized Tax Audit Experiment in
Denmark,’’ 79(3) Econometrica 651 (2010).

13See supra note 3.
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Under current law, passthrough entities must
annually issue an information return (Schedule K-1)
to taxpayers.14 That information return provides
critical information (for example, income and
losses) that enables taxpayers to complete their
income tax returns. There is, however, one missing
critical element: Nowhere on the return is the
passthrough entity required to report the basis
taxpayers have in their investments. That deficiency
opens the door to noncompliance.

It is not that Schedule K-1 entirely ignores basis.
Buried in its instructions are detailed worksheets
that instruct taxpayers on how to compute the basis
they have in their investments. But in the age of
electronic return preparation,15 few taxpayers will
turn to those worksheets; fewer still seem likely to
learn how to complete them; and even fewer will
retain them. Because there is no financial incentive
for return preparers to complete them, there is
every reason to assume that Schedules K-1 will be
ignored.

To paraphrase an observation once made by
professor Joseph Bankman of Stanford University
Law School, information returns work wonders for
compliance, but only if they provide complete in-
formation that the IRS can readily cross-check.16

The existing versions of Schedule K-1 for
passthrough entities fall far short of reaching that
objective. There is an obvious information gap in
basis reporting.

B. Complexity of the Tax Basis Rules
Several years ago, discussion on the hardships

taxpayers faced in determining basis for their mar-
ketable securities was popular.17 For example, in
arguing for expanded information reporting, Na-
tional Taxpayer Advocate Nina Olson in her 2005
annual report to Congress pointed out the difficul-
ties taxpayers routinely experienced in computing
basis.18 To illustrate those difficulties, Olson por-
trayed a taxpayer who had invested in AT&T stock.
When the taxpayer sought to sell his stock decades
later, he had the Herculean task of determining his

basis in that stock and of all of the Baby Bell shares
that were spun off from the parent company.19

In light of the numerous capital events that
market securities commonly endure (for example,
stock splits, spinoffs, and reverse stock mergers)
and the effect that those events have on basis,
Congress found Olson’s report compelling.
Grounded in the report and supporting congressio-
nal testimony,20 Congress enacted section 6045(g),
which requires expanded information return re-
porting for marketable securities. By centralizing
basis reporting in the hands of third-party brokers,
Congress hoped to rely on their expertise and
resources to accurately track taxpayers’ basis in
their marketable security investments.21

Despite the complexity associated with market-
able security basis computations, they are relatively
easy in comparison to the computations associated
with passthrough entity basis determinations. Con-
sider that during the life cycle of most marketable
security ownerships, an investor’s basis might en-
dure a capital event once every couple of years. In
contrast, passthrough entity basis adjustments must
be routinely made throughout the course of every
ownership year. The majority of those adjustments
require a wealth of tax knowledge and sophistica-
tion.

Without going into detail, the basis of
passthrough entities must be adjusted annually for
the entities’ income and losses.22 It must also be
adjusted for capital contributions (which generally
increase tax basis)23 and distributions (which gen-
erally decrease tax basis).24 Aside from those adjust-
ments, partnerships and S corporations each have
their own unique set of rules for basis computa-
tions. Those rules — for partnerships, partnership
debt,25 and for S corporations, shareholder debt26 —

14Section 6041(a).
15Lawrence Zelenak, ‘‘Complex Tax Legislation in the Tur-

boTax Era,’’ 1 Colum. J. of Tax Law 91 (2010) (tax return software
revolution has, unfortunately, inspired Congress to enact some
provisions of great computational complexity).

16Bankman, ‘‘Eight Truths About Collecting Taxes From the
Cash Economy,’’ Tax Notes, Oct. 29, 2007, p. 506 (‘‘It is not so easy
to make use of 1099s in business, where 1099s account for only
a fraction of gross sales. A simple computer check will not reveal
whether income has been underreported.’’).

17C. Euguene Steuerle, ‘‘Improved Information Reporting for
Capital Gains,’’ Tax Notes, Aug. 8, 2005, p. 697.

18Olson, ‘‘National Taxpayer Advocate 2005 Annual Report
to Congress,’’ at 433-439 (Jan. 10, 2006).

19Id. at 436.
Note that the taxpayer in the example acquired stock in 11

additional companies directly — and most of them engaged in
subsequent corporate restructurings — and the taxpayer ulti-
mately likely will need to compute his basis in each of those
companies’ stock. Had the taxpayer not kept a record of his
original purchase nor received the shares as a gift, he’d have
had no idea where to begin.

That example is not atypical. Corporate restructurings and
stock splits occur daily in the marketplace. Moreover, 3.2 million
shareholders owned AT&T stock in 1983, so many taxpayers
have faced the need to reconstruct their basis in AT&T and its
distributed companies as described in the example.

20‘‘Unofficial Transcript of Homeland Security Panel Hearing
on Tax Gap Is Available’’ (Sept. 26, 2006).

21See supra note 3.
22Sections 705(a), 1367(a).
23Sections 722, 358(a).
24Sections 733, 1368(b).
25Section 752.
26Section 1367(b)(2).
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add a disheartening layer of complexity to the
already daunting task of determining basis.

With partnerships, debt incurrence triggers intri-
cate basis adjustments. Those rules, encapsulated in
section 752 and the accompanying Treasury regula-
tions, are some of the densest ever drafted.27 Those
rules require taxpayers to have a thorough mastery
of the code, including comprehension of obscure tax
jargon such as ‘‘minimum gain chargeback,’’ ‘‘part-
nership minimum gain,’’ and ‘‘excess nonrecourse
liabilities,’’ and leave those who either do not have
that mastery or are unwilling or unable to hire tax
professionals ill prepared to track and report part-
nership basis.

A similar indictment can be made against the S
corporation basis rules. Aside from the annual
adjustments referred to above, if an S corporation
shareholder makes a loan to the business enterprise,
a set of special basis rules apply.28 Those rules are
not easily understood. Admittedly, like their part-
nership investor counterparts, S corporation share-
holders can turn to professionals for advice, but
many of them may be reluctant to bear that ex-
pense.

C. Absence of IRS Oversight

The IRS has myriad responsibilities, such as
facilitating the submission of tax returns, respond-
ing to inquiries, and monitoring compliance. Ful-
filling those responsibilities has never been easy,
but as the number of taxpayers swells and the
complexities of the code expand, the IRS faces an
increasingly difficult mission.

The IRS has had a particularly challenging time
fulfilling its responsibilities because of budgetary
constraints.29 Over the last several years, IRS fund-
ing has languished,30 despite an increase in the
number of annual tax return submissions.31 The
implications are serious: The IRS has limited re-
sources to conduct detailed audits and even fewer
resources to pursue delinquent taxpayers.

When it comes to passthrough entities, the IRS’s
oversight is especially limited. Over the last decade,
the number of Forms 1065 and Forms 1120 the IRS

audits is miniscule.32 Because audit information is
regularly published in the popular press, taxpayers
know how many passthrough entities the IRS au-
dits and likely capitalize on the lack of IRS over-
sight.

When it comes to passthrough entity basis re-
porting, oversight is particularly scant. Just as was
the case with marketable securities, there is little
that appears on a taxpayer’s return that indicates
whether the basis figure was inflated, excessive, or
large.33 (Contrast this with charitable or medical
expense deductions, which, if extremely large rela-
tive to the amount of the taxpayer’s income, suggest
that something may be askew.) The absence of a red
flag makes the audit process a truly hit-or-miss
proposition.34

Even if the IRS determines that a taxpayer mis-
reported the basis in his passthrough entity invest-
ments, the taxpayer still has the upper hand. Under
the Cohan doctrine,35 taxpayers are permitted to
estimate the basis that they have in their invest-
ments. Because taxpayers have the luxury of mak-
ing those estimations, that ability often safeguards
taxpayers from penalties.

Consequently, with little risk of detection and an
even smaller risk of additional financial burden,
taxpayers can inflate their basis in their
passthrough entity investments with few likely
consequences. The next section of this analysis
highlights the revenue loss associated with that
form of noncompliance.

III. Costs of Taxpayer Noncompliance
While there is an unspoken consensus among

academics and tax practitioners that taxpayers gen-
erally do not have a good command of the basis
they have in their passthrough entity investments
and that incorrect basis reporting is the norm rather
than the exception, to date there has been little
direct empirical research that documents the rev-
enue consequences associated with passthrough
basis misreporting. This section of the analysis
seeks to accomplish that.

Bear in mind that a passthrough entity’s basis can
play three critical roles in determining a taxpayer’s

27Reg. section 1.752-1, -2, and -3.
28See supra note 26.
29David van den Berg, ‘‘Inadequate Funding Harms IRS,

Taxpayer Advocate Says,’’ Tax Notes, Jan. 16, 2012, p. 282.
30GAO report, ‘‘Internal Revenue Service: Absorbing Budget

Cuts Has Resulted in Significant Staffing Cuts and Uneven
Performance,’’ (Apr. 10, 2014, updated Apr. 15, 2014), available at
http://www.gao.gov/assets/670/66268.pdf.

31Taukir Hussain, ‘‘Projections of Federal Tax Return Filings:
Calendar Years 2005-2012,’’ 25 IRS Statistics of Income Bulletin
147 (Winter 2005-2006).

32IRS 2013 Data Book, at 22 (Mar. 2014) (indicating that the
IRS audits 0.5 percent of all partnership and S corporation tax
returns).

33See supra note 30.
34Laura Saunders, ‘‘How to Figure Your Cost Basis,’’ The Wall

Street Journal (Feb. 14, 2014) (‘‘Experts say the IRS rarely
questions or audits cost-basis data, except in abusive tax shel-
ters’’), available at http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB1
0001424052702304703804579380872217715490?KEYWORDS=La
ura+Saunders.

35Soled, ‘‘Exploring and (Re)defining the Boundaries of the
Cohan Doctrine,’’ 79 Temp. L. Rev. 939 (2006).
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ultimate tax burden. First, its absence may result in
the suspension of otherwise allowable taxpayer
losses.36 Second, when it comes to passthrough
entity distributions, its presence may sometimes
dictate the basis of distributed assets; in other cases,
its absence may result in gain recognition.37 Finally,
upon the sale or liquidation of a passthrough entity
investment, the amount of the passthrough entity’s
basis will determine a taxpayer’s gain or loss.38

There are several difficulties in conducting em-
pirical research designed to determine the conse-
quences associated with misreported basis in
passthrough entities. In particular, loss suspensions
and the basis of a passthrough entity’s distributed
assets produce no immediate reported dollar fig-
ures. For example, when a taxpayer, because of the
absence of basis, experiences a passthrough entity
loss that is suspended, that suspended loss does not
appear on Form 1040, and therefore the IRS Statis-
tics of Income division cannot track it. Further,
when a partnership distributes assets and the tax-
payer’s basis in the entity dictates the distributed
assets’ bases, the sale or disposition of those distrib-
uted assets will not be tracked by the SOI to
determine whether the reported gains or losses are
proper. That the government isn’t tracking the sale
or disposition of partnership assets complicates
revenue projections associated with taxpayers mis-
reporting their basis in their passthrough entity
investments.

Despite those complications, many pertinent
numbers and dollar figures are annually reported.
The IRS annually publishes several statistics regard-
ing partnerships and S corporations, such as the
number of entities, the estimated value of their
assets, the nature of their business, and their net

income and losses.39 Those statistics, however, still
fail to document taxpayers’ basis reporting prac-
tices regarding their passthrough entity invest-
ments.

To determine taxpayers’ basis reporting prac-
tices, we instead turn to data collected by the
Taxpayer Compliance Measurement Program
(TCMP) and the National Research Program
(NRP).40 Data collected by those programs generate
a measurement known as the tax gap, defined as the
difference between tax revenues actually collected
in any given year and the amount that should be
collected if taxpayers fully complied with the tax
laws.41 For tax year 2006 (the last year a detailed
examination was conducted), the IRS estimated the
federal (gross) tax gap to be $450 billion, for a
voluntary compliance rate of 83.1 percent of the
total true tax liability.42 Although most hard and
steadfast conclusions from that tax gap study are
difficult to make, one conclusion is not: The so-
called net misreporting percentage (NMP)43 for

36Sections 704(d), 1366(d)(1)(A).
37Sections 732(a), 1368(b)(2).
38Sections 741, 1001.

39Nina Shumofsky, Lauren Lee, and Ron DeCarlo, ‘‘Partner-
ship Returns, 2010,’’ 32(2) SOI Bulletin 79 (Fall 2012); Heather
Duffy Parisi, ‘‘S Corporation Returns, 2006,’’ 29(1) SOI Bulletin
92 (Summer 2009).

40The NRP is the successor to the TCMP. Robert E. Brown
and Mark J. Mazur, ‘‘The National Research Program: Measur-
ing Taxpayer Compliance Comprehensively,’’ 51 U. Kan. L. Rev.
1255 (2003); George Guttman, ‘‘IRS National Research Program
on Track Despite Training Delays,’’ Tax Notes, Oct. 21, 2002, p.
331. For a critique of the NRP, see Treasury Inspector General for
Tax Administration, ‘‘Additional Efforts Could Further Improve
the Execution of the National Research Program’’ (Jan. 29, 2004),
available at http://www.treasury.gov/tigta/auditreports/2004
reports/2004300044fr.pdf.

41See generally Eric Toder, ‘‘What Is the Tax Gap?’’ Tax Notes,
Oct. 22, 2007, p. 367; Mazur and Alan H. Plumley, ‘‘Understand-
ing the Tax Gap,’’ 60 National Tax J. 569 (2007); Brown and
Mazur, ‘‘IRS’s Comprehensive Approach to Compliance Mea-
surement,’’ 56 National Tax J. 689 (2003).

42IRS Office of Research, Analysis, and Statistics, Federal Tax
Compliance Research: Tax Year 2006 Tax Gap Estimation (2012).

43To illustrate, suppose that unreported income equals $20
and reported income equals $80. Then the NMP equals ($20/
($20 + $80)), or 20 percent.

Table 1. IRS Estimates of Net Misreporting Percentages, 2006 Tax Gap Estimates
Type of Income Net Misreporting Percentage Percentage of Tax Gap

Subject to substantial information reporting and
withholding (wages and salaries)

1 5.3

Subject to substantial information reporting (pensions
and annuities, unemployment compensation, dividends,
interest, Social Security benefits)

8 5.8

Subject to some information reporting (deductions,
exemptions, partnerships and S corporation income,
capital gains, alimony income)

11 30.9

Subject to little or no information reporting (non-farm
proprietor income, other income, rents and royalties,
farm income, Form 4797 income, adjustments)

56 58.0
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different income sources — which measures the
unreported (or misreported) income as a fraction of
the estimated true income — is appreciably less
when subject to third-party reporting and compa-
rably high when it has ‘‘transaction invisibility,’’ or
is largely an absence of third-party information
reporting (see Table 1).44

To date, the NRP has not attempted to determine
the NMP for capital gains. At least four prior
studies, however, have attempted to isolate the
NMP for capital gains.45 While each study finds a
different NMP for capital gains — namely, 32, 25, 7,
and 22.6 — the findings are generally consistent
with those of 2006 tax gap estimates in Table 1, in
which there was little or no third-party reporting.

Building on the findings of the four foregoing
studies, we make three critical assumptions to pro-
vide updated overall estimates of the basis misre-
porting tax gap for capital gains. First, we assume
that the NMP has a lower bound of 5 percent and an
upper bound of 40 percent, with an intermediate
level of 20 percent. Those bounds are based on the
previous IRS estimates of NMPs by income cat-
egory, as well as the estimates of other researchers.46

Second, we assume that those NMPs apply to all
capital gains reported on Form 1040, line 13. For the

years 2001 to 2011, those reported amounts vary
considerably, and average (in current dollars) $433.7
billion. Third, to calculate the lost tax revenues
because of basis misrepresentation, we use the
standard capital gains tax rate of 15 percent that
applied over that time period.

Our resulting estimates are in Table 2. The tax
gap’s size correlates with increases in the amount of
reported capital gains and, especially, with in-
creases in the NMP. For example, in 2007 reported
capital gains totaled $895.7 billion. Even with a low
NMP (say, 5 percent), the resulting tax gap is $7.1
billion. If a higher NMP of 20 percent is used, as
suggested by several previous studies, the tax gap is
$33.6 billion. The upper bound estimate (40 percent)
generates an even higher tax gap of $89.6 billion.

Which NMP estimate seems most likely to be
accurate? It is of course impossible to answer that
question definitively. For purposes of that analysis,
we assume that the average NMP of the four prior
studies (32, 25, 7, and 22.6 percent) or 21.7 percent is
accurate, and we use it to determine the capital
gains tax gap. We believe that percentage figure is
conservative, particularly because third-party tax
basis reporting has historically been absent.47 The

44IRS Office of Research, Analysis, and Statistics, Tax Year
2001 Federal Tax Gap (Extended Version) (2006).

45Thomas A. Thompson, ‘‘1979 Individual Income Tax: Capi-
tal Gains Income Reporting Noncompliance,’’ IRS Trend Analy-
ses and Related Statistics (1987); ‘‘Tax Compliance Status of the
Tax Year 1994 Compliance Measurement Program,’’ GAO/
GGD-95-39 (Dec. 30, 1994); IRS Publication 1415, Federal Tax
Compliance Research: Individual Income Tax Gap Estimates for 1985,
1988, and 1992, at 8 (Rev. 4-96); IRS Publication 1500, Voluntary
Compliance With the Individual Income Tax: Results From the 1988
TCMP Study, The IRS Research Bulletin (Rev. 9-94).

46Id.

47See Andrew Johns and Joel Slemrod, ‘‘The Distribution of
Income Tax Noncompliance,’’ 67(3) National Tax J. 397 (2010)
(finding increasing NMP associated with taxpayers with higher
income and income categories not subject to third-party report-
ing requirements; the authors calculate an NMP for capital gains
income of 24 percent for individuals in the 95 to 99 income
percentile, and 20 percent for individuals in the 99 to 99.5
income percentile). Note that most capital gains income is
reported by filers in the top income quintile. Janette Wilson and
Pearson Liddell, ‘‘Sales of Capital Assets Panel Data Reported
on Individual Tax Returns, 2004-2007,’’ 33(3) SOI Bulletin 19
(2014).

Table 2. Estimates of Tax Basis Misreporting Tax Gap, by Net Misreporting Percentage ($ billions)

Year Reported Capital Gains

Tax Basis Misreporting Tax Gap
Net Misreporting Percentage (NMP)

5% 20% 40%
2001 325.2 2.6 12.2 32.5
2002 238.4 1.9 8.9 23.8
2003 294.0 2.3 11.0 29.4
2004 471.7 3.7 17.7 47.2
2005 663.1 5.2 24.9 66.3
2006 771.0 6.1 28.9 77.1
2007 895.7 7.1 33.6 89.6
2008 466.6 3.7 17.5 46.7
2009 231.2 1.8 8.7 23.1
2010 363.8 2.9 13.6 36.4
2011 375.3 3.0 14.1 37.5
Average 433.7 3.4 16.3 43.4
Note: The tax basis misreporting tax gap is calculated as: Reported Capital Gains x (NMP/(1-NMP)) x Capital Gains Tax Rate.
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estimated amount of annual revenue loss attribut-
able to overall basis misreporting can be solved
using the following formula: NMP = Misreported
Income/(Misreported Income + Reported Income).
If we know or assume the values for NMP and
Reported Income, we can solve for Misreported
Income: Misreported Income = Reported Income x
(NMP/(1 - NMP)). Applying that formula yields the
following outcome: Misreported Income = $433.7
(0.2165/1 - 0.2165), or $120 billion. As a result of the
Tax Relief, Unemployment Insurance Reauthoriza-
tion and Jobs Creation Act of 2010,48 the capital
gains tax rate depends on a taxpayer’s adjusted
gross income and is often 20 percent. Assuming 20
percent is the operative tax rate,49 the resulting
annual tax gap is $24 billion ($120 billion x 0.2), or,
for the sake of emphasis, $24,000,000,000.

We must take the projected capital gains tax gap
($24 billion) and isolate the portion attributable to
taxpayers misreporting their basis in their
passthrough entity investments. Available capital
gain and loss data unfortunately fail to make cat-
egory distinctions between and among capital asset
classes (that is, whether they be equity investments
like stock versus some other form of capital asset
ownership like a personal residence). We therefore
make the following critical assumption: Taxpayer
gain and loss reporting should generally correlate
based on the underlying value of each asset cat-
egory. By way of example, if partnerships in the
United States represent 10 percent of the value of
the nation’s overall assets, we would anticipate 10
percent of the reported taxpayer gain and loss to be
roughly attributable to the sale or disposition of
those partnership interests.

Several studies categorize asset ownership as a
percentage of overall asset values in the United
States.50 One recent study (see Table 3) indicates
that 18 percent of U.S. wealth in 2010 was owned in
the form of unincorporated business equity, defined
as ‘‘net equity in unincorporated farm and non-
farm businesses and closely-held corporations,’’ or,
put in the vernacular of this analysis, passthrough
entities.51 The same study indicates that the value of
assets held by those passthrough entities consti-

tuted 33 percent of taxpayers’ reportable capital
assets — that is, both pension assets, which give rise
to ordinary income, and personal residences, which
are generally excluded from the income tax base,52

are appropriately ignored.53 That being the case, if
the overall revenue loss attributable to capital gains
misreporting is $24 billion, we would anticipate
that portion attributable to passthrough entities
misreporting to be one-third of this amount, or $8
billion.54

Does $8 billion of annual lost revenue justify
Congress imposing an additional administrative
burden in the form of information returns that
would mandate basis reporting for passthrough
entity investments? We think that the answer is yes.
Indeed, as the next section of this analysis elabo-
rates, Congress could easily boost compliance at a
minimal administration cost to taxpayers. To date,
Congress has unfortunately taken no action.

IV. Mandate Basis Information Reporting
Congress continues to put taxpayers on the quix-

otic mission of determining basis in their
passthrough entity investments. That mission en-
tails taxpayers knowing their initial basis, tracking
and adjusting it during entity ownership, and prop-
erly recording it on its sale or disposition. Those
tasks are well beyond the ability of most taxpayers,
resulting in large-scale tax basis misreporting, as
suggested by the estimates in the previous section.
Because the status quo jeopardizes the integrity of
the income tax system, this analysis advocates that
Congress mandate basis information reporting for
all passthrough entity investments.

While there is much speculation concerning
those reforms that best increase compliance, one
item remains indisputable: the use of information
returns, such as the issuance of forms W-2 and 1099,
constitutes one of the most effective ways to en-
hance compliance. When the government uses in-
formation returns, compliance rates are ordinarily
high; when information returns are absent, taxpayer

48P.L. 111-312, 124 Stat. 3296.
49The applicable tax rate may actually be higher when the 3.8

percent Medicare contribution tax on unearned income is taken
into account. Section 1411(a).

50See, e.g., Barry W. Johnson and Brian G. Raub, ‘‘Estimates of
U.S. Personal Worth, 2001,’’ Compendium of Federal Estate Tax and
Personal Wealth Studies, Ch. 6, available at http://www.irs.gov/
pub/irs-soi/11pwcompench6d01.pdf.

51Edward N. Wolff, ‘‘The Asset Price Meltdown and the
Wealth of the Middle Class,’’ National Bureau of Economic
Research Working Paper No. 18559 (2012) (Table 5).

52Section 121(a).
53In 2010, because the percentage value of taxpayers’ princi-

pal residence and pension accounts was 31.3 and 15.3, respec-
tively, taxpayers’ remaining capital assets constituted 54.4
percent of taxpayers’ overall net worth (i.e., 100 minus 31.3
minus 15.3). If the value of passthrough entity investments
constituted 18 percent of taxpayers’ overall worth, the value of
those investments constituted approximately one-third of tax-
payers’ reportable capital gains (i.e., 18/54.4).

54See also Wilson and Liddell, ‘‘Sales of Capital Assets
Reported on Individual Tax Returns, 2007,’’ 29(3) SOI Bulletin 76
at 85 (2010) (table of reported sale of capital assets indicates that
net gain/loss from ‘‘partnership, S corporation, and estate and
trust interests’’ and ‘‘passthrough gains or losses’’ totaled about
45 percent of all those nets gains and losses).
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compliance rates often plummet.55 The reason for
increased compliance is simple: Taxpayers are more
apt to be forthright if they think the government can
readily check the accuracy of their submissions.56

However, there may be limitations associated
with mandated information returns. In particular,
their administrative costs may significantly out-
weigh their benefits (that is, the additional revenue
generated). The unchecked use of information re-
turns could therefore be counterproductive, par-
ticularly in those instances when the administrative
costs associated with their issuance is high and
taxpayers are already compliant.

Even so, it seems likely that the benefits of
mandated information returns (for example, im-
proved compliance, larger revenues, and greater tax
simplification) are significantly greater than their
costs (for example, more administrative costs, espe-
cially on the passthrough entity). Congress knows
from experience with the basis reporting require-
ment for marketable securities that the issuance of

55See supra text accompanying note 3.
56See Leandra Lederman, ‘‘Statutory Speed Bumps: The

Roles Third Parties Play in Tax Compliance,’’ 60 Stan. L. Rev.
695, 697 (2007):

This ‘‘information reporting,’’ like red light cameras,
provides information to the government, and it is infor-
mation that the taxpayer knows the government is receiv-
ing. Moreover, in some situations, the payor, such as an
employer, must also withhold taxes from the payment
and remit those taxes to the government. Withholding
taxes, like speed bumps, constrain compliance with the
law.

Table 3. Composition of Total Household Wealth, 1983-2010 (percentage of gross assets)
Wealth Component 1983 1989 1992 1995 1998 2001 2004 2007 2010

Principal residence 30.1 30.2 29.8 30.4 29 28.2 33.5 32.8 31.3
Other real estatea 14.9 14 14.7 11 10 9.8 11.5 11.3 11.8
Unincorporated business
equityb

18.8 17.2 17.7 17.9 17.7 17.2 17.1 20.1 18

Liquid assetsc 17.4 17.5 12.2 10 9.6 8.8 7.3 6.6 6.2
Pension accountsd 1.5 2.9 7.2 9 11.6 12.3 11.8 12.1 15.3
Financial securitiese 4.2 3.4 5.1 3.8 1.8 2.3 2.1 1.5 1.8
Corporate stock and mutual
funds

9 6.9 8.1 11.9 14.8 14.8 11.9 11.8 11.4

Net equity in personal
trusts

2.6 3.1 2.7 3.2 3.8 4.8 2.9 2.3 2.4

Miscellaneous assetsf 1.3 4.9 2.5 2.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.7 1.7
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Debt on principal residence 6.3 8.6 9.8 11 10.7 9.4 11.6 11.4 12.9
All other debtg 6.8 6.4 6 5.3 4.2 3.1 3.9 3.9 4.5
Total debt 13.1 15 15.7 16.3 15 12.5 15.5 15.3 17.4
Selected ratios in percentage:
Debt/equity ratio 15.1 17.6 18.7 19.4 17.6 14.3 18.4 18.1 21
Debt/income ratio 68.4 87.6 88.8 91.3 90.9 81.1 115 118.7 127
Net home equity/total
assetsh

23.8 21.6 20.1 19.5 18.2 18.8 21.8 21.4 18.4

Principal residence debt as
a ratio to house value

20.9 28.6 32.7 36 37 33.4 34.8 34.9 41.2

Stocks, directly or indirectly
owned as a ratio to total
assetsi

11.3 10.2 13.7 16.8 22.6 24.5 17.5 16.8 17.8

Source: Own computations from the 1983, 1989, 2001, 2004, 2007, and 2010 SCF.
aIn 2001, 2004, and 2007, this equals the gross value of other residential real estate plus the net equity in nonresidential real es-
tate.
bNet equity in unincorporated farm and non-farm businesses and closely held corporations.
cChecking accounts, savings accounts, time deposits, money market funds, certificates of deposits, and the cash surrender
value of life insurance.
dIRAs, Keogh plans, 401(k) plans, the accumulated value of defined contribution pension plans, and other retirement accounts.
eCorporate bonds, government bonds (including savings bonds), open-market paper, and notes.
fGold and other precious metals, royalties, jewelry, antiques, furs, loans to friends and relatives, future contracts, and miscella-
neous assets.
gMortgage debt on all real property except principal residence; credit card, installment, and other consumer debt.
hRatio of gross value of principal residence less mortgage debt on principal residence to total assets.
iIncludes direct ownership of stock shares and indirect ownership through mutual funds, trusts, IRAs, Keogh plans, 401(k)
plans, and other retirement accounts.
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information returns that contain basis information
is both cost-effective and feasible. Consequently,
Congress should take immediate action to make
basis reporting for passthrough entities a reality.

In weighing the advantages and disadvantages
associated with expanded basis reporting, Professor
Leandra Lederman in a published academic essay57

identifies six factors that she contends favor ex-
panded information reporting. They are (1) arm’s-
length parties, (2) bookkeeping infrastructure, (3)
centralization, (4) complete reporting, (5) few alter-
native arrangements, and (6) contributor to the tax
gap.

Insofar as passthrough entity basis reporting is
concerned, all those factors are present.

Arm’s-Length Parties: While some passthrough
entities may be family owned, many have non-
family-member owners who are not apt to act
collusively.

Bookkeeping Infrastructure: Passthrough entities
often have a bookkeeping infrastructure in place
(that is, resources to collect, retain, and disseminate
information) that would readily facilitate the issu-
ance of information returns.

Centralization: There are economies of scale asso-
ciated with centralization, given that one party
(namely, the passthrough entity) is charged with the
responsibility of determining basis rather than in-
dividual taxpayers each having to endure the pro-
cess of computing their basis.

Complete Reporting: Passthrough entities are al-
ready responsible for the issuance of information
returns (that is, Schedule K-1); however, the re-
ported information on those returns is incomplete,
lacking a critical figure, namely, the taxpayer’s basis
in the business enterprise.

Few Alternative Arrangements: Taxpayers who in-
vest or who are active participants in passthrough
entities cannot readily change their investment
portfolio or reorient their activities to other business
ventures.

Contributor to the Tax Gap: Existing evidence
indicates that basis misreporting is a significant
contributor to the nation’s tax gap.58

In terms of implementation, the logistics of our
proposal are straightforward. The passthrough en-
tity would need to identify the taxpayer’s initial
basis. Initial basis determinations are generally
made at one of four different time periods, namely,
when there is a capital contribution, purchase, gift,
or bequest. In the case of capital contributions, the

passthrough entity should know the contributor’s
basis because it will generally equal the adjusted
basis of the contributed assets.59 In the case of a
purchase, the passthrough entity will have no inde-
pendent knowledge of that information and will
ordinarily have to rely on the taxpayer’s bill of sale.
In the case of a gift, the basis will generally equal
the donor’s basis, which, at least under the pro-
posal, the entity should know.60 Finally, in the case
of death, the basis of the passthrough entity invest-
ment will generally equal fair market value on the
date of death,61 which will require that the
passthrough entity and the decedent’s estate work
together to determine it. Once the initial basis is
determined, over the course of investment owner-
ship, the passthrough entity can make necessary
basis adjustments. The adjustments, including those
for gains, loss, and distributions, will all be known
to the passthrough entity.

In sum, because the additional revenue associ-
ated with expanded basis reporting appears to
outweigh the administrative costs associated with
its implementation, Congress should draft legisla-
tion akin to that of section 6045(g). Passthrough
entities would then be required to track the basis
investors have in their ownership interests and to
annually report that information simultaneously to
taxpayers and the IRS. Expanded basis information
reporting of the sort proposed would prove instru-
mental in helping to close the nation’s tax gap.

V. Conclusion
On many occasions, Congress has been down the

well-traveled compliance path of expanded infor-
mation reporting — and for good reason: It is one of
the few ways that Congress can simplify the admin-
istration process and simultaneously collect more
revenue without raising rates or expanding the tax
base. There are few other reform measures that
present such unique opportunities.

If Congress continues to ignore the problem of
taxpayers misreporting their basis in their
passthrough entities, the problem will worsen. Over
the past several decades, the number of partner-
ships and S corporations has increased rapidly.62

57Lederman, ‘‘Reducing Information Gaps to Reduce the Tax
Gap: When Is Information Reporting Warranted?’’ 78 Fordham L.
Rev. 1733 (2010).

58See supra text accompanying notes 4-5.

59Sections 722, 723.
60Section 1015(a). But see section 1015(a) (in the case of gifted

property in which the donor’s adjusted basis exceeds the
property’s fair market value, if the property is sold at a loss, the
FMV of the property is its adjusted basis) and section 1015(d)(6)
(requiring basis adjustment for gift tax paid related to the
appreciated portion of the property).

61Section 1014(a)(1). But see section 1014(a)(2) (for estate tax
purposes, if the estate elects to use the alternate valuation date,
that date controls for basis determination purposes).

62See supra note 38.
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Indeed, partnerships and S corporations are the
choice entities for most entrepreneurs. However,
most of those taxpayers do not have the back-
ground and skill set necessary to track the basis
they have in their passthrough entity investments.

Rather than continue the decentralized process in
which each passthrough entity investor computes
individual basis, the passthrough entity itself
should make those computations on behalf of its
investors. The computations should be regularly
shared through information returns with the gov-
ernment. Centralizing the basis computation pro-
cess in the skilled hands of the passthrough entity
will create significant economies of scale and will
offer the IRS better compliance oversight.

By reducing both taxpayers’ and the IRS’s ad-
ministrative compliance costs, passthrough entity
basis reporting is a reform measure that should be
greeted with universal political enthusiasm and
graciously welcomed by the general public, if not
necessarily by the passthrough entity itself. Put
somewhat differently, the orchard has a lot of red
apples that are ripe for picking, and there is a tool
— basis reporting — that is readily at hand to
facilitate their collection. It is now up to Congress to
mandate their annual harvest.
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